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To commemorate World Engineering Day, held every 4th day of March, Globe co-presented Manila
Water Foundation’s World ... 10 United Nations Global Compact principles and 10 UN SDGs.
Globe helps lay foundation for world-class Filipino engineers
The increasingly radical presidency of Joe Biden was built on a straightforward foundation: putting
Covid-19 shots in arms and stimulus checks in the bank.
How Biden anchored his first 100 days on two simple principles
In part one of this two-part series, I described what many organizations have done in their first
phase of digital transformation. Here, in part two, I explain how organizations should think ...
Spark a New Way of Thinking in Your Second Phase of Digital Transformation
Lena Reinhard reviews skills and tools for engineering managers to help them lead teams
successfully, and explore what it means to show up as a leader now.
What Engineering Teams Need From Leaders Right Now
As a premier member, Google Cloud Senior Engineering ... Foundation greatly benefit when market
leaders like Google Cloud invest resources and align their product offerings to FinOps principles ...
FinOps Foundation Announces Google as Premier Member
Former state Sen. David Magnani, 76, may have retired in 2017 but he has not slowed down in his
political or humanitarian efforts.
A man of principle: Former state Sen. Magnani still in the political game
First-year SFU students from the School of Sustainable Energy Engineering (SEE) are already
putting their technical skills into action to help build a sustainable world. Their innovations
demonstrate ...
First-year SFU students develop engineering solutions for sustainable development
Computing experts thought they had developed adequate security patches after the major
worldwide Spectre flaw of 2018, but UVA's discovery shows processors are open to hackers again.
In 2018, industry ...
Spectre Strikes Back: New Hacking Vulnerability Affecting Billions of Computers
Worldwide
Meltdown and Spectre, and other microprocessor security flaws discovered by security researchers,
were widely reported on news outlets like BBC, going well beyond the scientific and hardware ...
Guiding Principles To Ensure Your Hardware Is Secure
The Better Business Bureau Foundation serving northern Colorado ... Two businesses based in
Laramie – Coffey Engineering and Surveying, and Spine and Injury Clinic of Laramie – also won ...
Blue Federal Credit Union wins ethics award
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The first two years of the curriculum are devoted to establishing a foundation in mathematics and
the physical sciences, which is essential to the study of electrical engineering. In other courses, ...
Electrical Engineering Bachelor of science degree
The Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) are: The PEOs for the Aeronautical Engineering program
are to produce ... SO8: Apply a foundation of business and management principles to making
timely, ...
Engineering Program Objectives
LOWELL — UMass Lowell researcher Archana Kamal has won two early career development awards
totaling more than $1 million from the U.S. Air Force and the National Science Foundation for her ...
Physics professor wins $1M in funding for quantum information processing research
This competition is a way to showcase the principles of civil engineering to participants ... The
Education Above All (EAA) Foundation’s Second Assalam School, established in partnership ...
8th High School Wooden Bridge Competition concludes
A degree in biomedical engineering provides students with a strong foundation in engineering,
mathematics, chemistry and biology and teaches them how to solve complex engineering problems
in medicine.
Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering
The first year of undergraduate study is devoted to developing writing skills and subjects in
mathematics and science that serve as a foundation for upper ... students learn the principles of ...
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
The Bachelor of Science in Engineering (Civil Engineering) program is accredited by the Engineering
Accreditation Commission of ABET (www.abet.org). Civil Engineering is a profession that applies the
...
Civil & Environmental Engineering Majors
Your curriculum begins with introductory courses in microelectronic engineering and
nanolithography (nanopatterning) for integrated circuits. In the first year, you’ll build a solid
foundation ... to ...
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